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A B S T R A C T

Outfield laser jamming experiment of color charge coupled device (CCD) irradiated by semi-
conductor laser was performed. The impact of incident power density I0 and the focus length f on
laser jamming results was obtained. Laser jamming model of color CCD camera is set up, and
theoretical proving and analysis on experimental results are completed. Laser jamming effects on
color CCD camera irradiated by semiconductor laser is obvious, CCD surface appears obvious
optical saturation and crosstalk phenomena, and optical saturation areas gradually enlarge with
the increase of power density to target and the focus length f. Simulation results are basically
coincident with experimental results, and it proves laser jamming model is correct. We argue that
optical saturation phenomenon should be caused by laser diffraction effect, and the impact of the
focus length f should be mainly due to laser energy truncated by the aperture. The conclusions
have a reference value for color CCD in aerospace.

1. Introduction

Charge coupled device (CCD) is widely used in detection, recognition, identification, tracking and inspection, either for civilian or
military purposes. However, they can be easily dazzled by high power laser. To avoid the jamming effects, its phenomena and
mechanisms must be known and understood. Recently, researches on laser jamming photoelectric device especially CCD device are
reported [1–4]. The researches almost cover all from the visible to the infrared band, and a lot of experiments on laser jamming CCD
device are performed [5–8]. The literature [5] has studied the laser jamming effect of 1064 nm CW laser to linear CCD camera. The
literature [6] and [7] studied laser jamming effect of planar array CCD induced by pulsed laser, and the impact of laser energy、pulse
width and repetition frequency on CCD device is measured. Besides, optical saturation threshold and temperature rise on CCD device
induced by combined fiber laser have been analyzed in literature [8].

However, all these studies above aim at black and white CCD device and are performed in the lab. There has been rarely reported
till now on out-field laser jamming analysis of color CCD camera. Because color CCD camera gets images clearer, it makes color CCD
camera gain the advantage on target imaging, target identification, surveying and mapping. At present, color CCD camera is chosen
as the sensor in a large of photoelectric equipments, such as surveying and mapping camera in aerospace. Therefore, the research on
out-field laser jamming experiment of color CCD device has a practical significance.

In this paper, we not only set up laser jamming model of color CCD imaging system, but also performed out-field laser jamming
experiment of color CCD camera induced by semiconductor laser at 1.3km. Laser jamming mechanism is analyzed and the impact of
incident power density I0 and focus length f of color CCD imaging system on laser jamming effect is obtained.
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2. Laser jamming model of color CCD

The main mechanism of laser jamming CCD device is photoelectric effect. The basic element of CCD device is metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) capacitor, and its capacitance is defined as [9]:

=C ε εs
di
0

(1)

Where ε0, ε, s, d is respectively dielectric constant, relative dielectric constant、cross section area of deep depletion layer and
thickness of insulating layer. The memory limit Ql of signal charge is a constant in MOS capacitor, and the value is associated with
MOS capacitance Ci, grid voltage VG and initial surface voltage Vso of CCD.
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Where Qfc is the charge quantity of surface oxidation layer, Vms is contact potential difference of metal and semiconductor.
As laser-induced charge generation time of CCD induced by high energy laser is far less than its integral time, a lot of signal

charges are collected in the MOS capacitor. For the intrinsic CCD device, laser-induced charge Qs accumulating in the integral time
can be expressed as:

= −Q R esηI t hν(1 )s 0 0 (4)

Where R is the reflectivity of CCD’s surface, e is electronic charge, η is quantum efficiency, I0 is incident laser power density, t0 is the
CCD integral time, ν is the frequency of incident laser.

Surface voltage Vs would decrease with the increase of Qs. When Vs equals to initial surface voltage Vso of MOS capacitor nearby,
laser-induced charge Qs would diffuse to the nearby MOS capacitor. Crosstalk phenomenon takes place, and normal imaging signal
could not be achieved. With laser incident power to further enlarge, when Qs reaches its limit Ql, the depletion layer of MOS capacitor
is totally filled. Signal charge Q in the MOS capacitor would not increase anymore with the increase of laser incident power, and
optical saturation phenomenon takes place. The typical parameters [8] of visible imaging CCD are shown as Table 1.

Diffusing process of signal charge Q is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that MOS capacitor corresponding with focusing beam is in the
center of CCD device. Signal charges Q in four MOS capacitors which are adjacent to the core MOS capacitor would gradually increase
owing to diffusing effect. Once signal charge Q from laser-induced and diffusing effect in the four MOS capacitors is more than its
limit Ql, diffusing phenomenon will keep on until signal charge Q is less than its limit Ql in some MOS capacitor. Diffusing charge
quantity Qci in some MOS capacitor could be defined as:

= + −−Q μ Q Q Q( )c s c li i i 1 (5)

Where Qsi and Qli are laser-induced charge quantity in a MOS capacitor and its limit, μ is charge transfer efficiency. It is noteworthy
that voltage barrier at the horizontal direction is much higher than voltage barrier at the vertical direction. Therefore, diffusing
charge quantity at the horizontal direction is less than diffusing charge quantity at the vertical direction. In this model, the diffusing
ratio between the horizontal direction and the vertical direction is defined as 1:19.

Bayer filter is used for spectral splitting in single CCD color camera, which is placed on the CCD chip, and consists of a series of
micro lens. Those micro lens are mainly classified as red spectral microloan、green spectral microloan and blue spectral microloan,
and their arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the impact of Bayer filter is taken into account in the model.

In this paper, numerical simulation method is used to solve the above model. Assuming that optical system of color CCD is
equivalent to a lens. According to basic theory of laser propagation, beam through a lens will produce an additional phase, and its
complex amplitude can be defined as [10]:

=U x y U x y T x y( , ) ( , ) ( , )T (6)

Where T(x,y) is complex amplitude transfer function. For thin spherical lens, T(x,y) can be defined as:

Table 1
Main parameters of CCD device.

Parameter Value

s 2× 10−10m2

VG 10V
d 10−7m
ε 3.9
Vms −0.85V
Qfc 3.2× 10−13C
η 0.6
R 0.35
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Where f is focus length of optical system, p(x,y) is pupil. Laser propagation schematic diagram in CCD optical system is shown in
Fig. 3. Semiconductor laser irradiates on CCD surface through a lens and aperture. The aperture diameter is usually less than the lens
diameter. Therefore, p(x,y) should mainly depend on aperture’s shape and size. In the model, the shape of the aperture is assumed as
circular, and the size of the aperture is calculated by F number and focus length f of color CCD imaging system.

Fig. 1. Diffusing process of signal charge Q (arrow represents charge overflow direction, and a check represents a pixel).

Fig. 2. Bayer filter arrangement.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of laser propagation in optical system.
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3. Out-field laser jamming experiment of color CCD imaging system

3.1. Experimental set-up

Schematic diagram of experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4. Color CCD imaging system is irradiated by multi-wavelength
semiconductor laser. In the experiment, multi-wavelength semiconductor laser is placed in the indoor, and color CCD imaging system
is placed in the outdoor 1.3 km.

The experiment is divided three parts: one is the jamming experiment of 750 nm semiconductor laser to color CCD imaging
system, another is the jamming experiment of multi-wavelength semiconductor laser to color CCD imaging system, and the last is the
jamming experiment of multi-wavelength semiconductor laser with IR filter to color CCD imaging system.

Output power and wavelength of semiconductor laser in the experiment mainly include 750 nm(160W)、780 nm(210W)、
808 nm(210W)、880 nm(210W) and 970 nm(210W), and 750 nm semiconductor laser could separate. The other main parameters
of semiconductor laser are shown in Table 2.

Color CCD imaging system mainly includes optical system and color CCD camera. F number of optical system is 5, focus length f is
120mm, diameter D is 40mm, and transmittance T is 0.5. Color CCD camera is ICX409AK camera of Sony company, pixel number
and size of which is 752×582 and 6.5 μm×6.25 μm respectively. Response curve of ICX409AK camera is shown in Fig. 5.

IR filter is a product of Edmund optical company, the transmittance T of more than 800 nm is nearly 1%. Transmittance curve of
IR filter is shown in Fig. 6.

3.2. Experimental results and analysis

Power density to CCD surface is estimated by formula (8).

=
× × ×
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2

(8)

d is diameter of focusing beam in the formula, the value can be defined as:

=d λF2.44 (9)

Where P0 is initial laser power, τa is atmospheric transmittance, τ1is transmittance of optical system, D0 is diameter of optical system,
l is laser jamming distance, θ is beam divergence angle, λ is wavelength, and F is F number of optical system. In the experiment,
atmospheric visibility is 3 km above. Atmospheric transmittance curve of 400 nm–1100 nm laser calculated by Modtran software at
1.3 km is shown in Fig. 7.

Laser jamming effect of multi-wavelength semiconductor laser (750 nm∼970 nm) to color CCD imaging system with the focus
length f 120mm is firstly measured in the experiment. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 and Table 3.

We could find that laser jamming effect of 750 nm laser with a output power of 160W to color CCD imaging system is obvious in
Fig. 8(b), and optical saturation phenomenon appears in the center of laser jamming image. White bright line should be crosstalk line,
its appearance shows color CCD camera has happened laser crosstalk phenomenon. Comparing with Fig. 8(c) and (d), we can also
find that laser jamming effect gradually enlarge with the increase of laser output power. When output power of multi-wavelength
semiconductor laser(750 nm–970 nm) is up to 1000W, color CCD camera occurs the whole CCD surface saturation.

In addition, some regular speckles could be found in Fig. 8(b) and (d). We argue that the speckles should be caused by stray light.
A small part of laser transmitting to the optical system is deflected by the frame, and its power is very low. Thus, the regular speckles
take shape through optical system.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up.

Table 2
Main parameters of semiconductor laser.

Parameters Value

model CW, adjustable power
Initial diameter 30mm
Divergence angle ≤5mrad
Power ≤1000W
Power instability ≤5%
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Laser jamming simulation results of color CCD imaging system calculated by the model are shown in Fig. 9. Optical saturation and
crosstalk phenomena are obvious in the simulation images. Optical saturation area of three jamming simulation images is respectively
1.0mm×1.0mm、entire CCD surface saturation and 1.5mm×1.5mm. Simulation results are basically coincident with experi-
mental results, and it proves laser jamming model is correct.

Fig. 5. Response curve of ICX409AK camera.

Fig. 6. Transmittance curve of OD2.0 short wave passing filter.

Fig. 7. Atmospheric transmittance of 400 nm–1100 nm laser at 1.3 km.
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3.3. Laser jamming mechanism

In order to analyze laser jamming mechanism, laser-induced charge Qs distribution of CCD induced by 750 nm laser in an integral
time is shown in Fig. 10.

We can find that laser-induced charge quantity Qs mainly focuses on several pixels at laser irradiation center. It means that

Fig. 8. laser jamming effects of color CCD imaging system (a) background; (b) 750 nm laser；(c) multi-wavelength laser(750 nm–970 nm)；(d)
multi-wavelength laser(750 nm–970 nm) with IR filter.

Table 3
Laser jamming results of color CCD imaging system.

wavelength Power Power density to CCD surface distance optical saturation area

750 nm laser 160W 4.2 kW/cm2 1.3 km 1.8mm×1.2mm
750 nm–970 nm laser 1000W 20.7 kW/cm2 1.3 km the whole surface saturation
750 nm–970 nm laser with IR filter 370W 9.2 kW/cm2 1.3 km 2.1mm×1.7mm

Fig. 9. laser jamming simulation results of color CCD imaging system (a) 750 nm laser；(b) multi-wavelength laser；(c) multi-wavelength laser
with IR filter.
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diameter focusing on CCD surface is much smaller than optical saturation area. It is also found that laser-induced charge Qs of all MOS
capacitors in the optical saturation area is more than its limit Ql(4.78× 10−13C) in Fig. 10. Therefore, laser-induced charge Qs in
optical saturation region should be generated by laser diffraction effect. Diffraction effect should be the main cause of laser jamming.

Besides, laser-induced charge Qs focuses on several pixels and is mainly diffuse to the vertical direction. Therefore, crosstalk
phenomenon should occur at laser irradiation center. It is coincident with experimental phenomenon.

3.4. Laser jamming analysis of zoom optical system

Zoom optical system is widely used in the practical application, and its laser jamming effect is different from optical system with
fixed focus length. Relationship between focus length f of optical system and optical saturation area is calculated by laser jamming
model. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11.

It is found that optical saturation area gradually enlarges with the increase of focus length f in Fig. 11. When focus length f is
17mm, 60mm and 120mm, optical saturation area is respectively 0.2mm×0.2mm, 0.55mm×0.56mm and 0.96mm×0.95mm.
The corresponding simulation images are shown in Fig. 12.

We argue the main cause of weak laser jamming effect on 750 nm laser to optical system with short focus length is laser energy
truncated by the pupil. Fig. 13 gives laser power density distribution with different focus length f to explain the conclusion. It is found
that beam diameter to CCD surface is the same, while power density to CCD surface is different. It shows that the impact of the focus
length f does not depend on beam diameter to CCD surface and mainly depends on power density to CCD surface. Owing to the same F
number, the pupil diameter gradually diminishes with the decrease of focus length f of optical system. Thus, a large part of laser
energy is truncated by the aperture to optical system with short focus length, and it makes laser jamming effect weak.

Laser jamming experiment of zoom optical system is performed and experimental results are shown in Fig. 14.
It is found that optical saturation area and crosstalk line gradually enlarge with the increase of focus length f of optical system.

Optical saturation area of focus length f 17mm, 60mm and 120mm is respectively 0.33mm×0.29mm、0.75mm×0.66mm and
1.8mm×1.2mm. It is basically consistent with the conclusion above. While optical saturation area measured in the experiment is a
litter more than the results calculated by laser jamming model. The main cause is that the impact of the stay light is ignored in laser
jamming model.

4. Conclusion

In summary, laser jamming effect of color CCD camera irradiated by multi-wavelength semiconductor laser(750 nm–970 nm) is
measured at 1.3 km in this paper, and theoretical proving and analysis is completed by laser jamming model of color CCD camera.
Laser jamming effect of color CCD camera irradiated by semiconductor laser is very obvious, and optical saturation and crosstalk

Fig. 10. laser-induced charge Qs distribution at irradiation center.

Fig. 11. Relationship curve between focus length f of optical system and optical saturation area.
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phenomena are found on the CCD surface. Laser-induced charge Qs of all MOS capacitors in the optical saturation area are almost
more than its limit Ql(4.78× 10–13 C), and optical saturation phenomenon should be caused by laser diffraction effect. Laser energy
truncated by the pupil gradually increase with the decrease of focus length f of optical system, and laser jamming effect would
gradually weaken.

In addition, it is worth noting that optical saturation area measured in the experiment is a litter more than the results calculated
by laser jamming model. The main cause is that the impact of the stay light is ignored in laser jamming model. The stay light analysis
will be carried out in the following study.
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Fig. 12. Laser jamming simulation images of zoom optical system (a)f=17mm; (b)f=60mm; (c)f=120mm. Laser jamming simulation images of
zoom optical system (a) f=17mm, (b) f=60mm, (c) f=120mm.

Fig. 13. laser jamming simulation images of zoom optical system (a) f=17mm, (b) f=60mm, (c) f=120mm.

Fig. 14. laser jamming effects of zoom optical system (a) f=17mm, (b) f=60mm, (c) f=120mm.
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